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Abstract—This paper develops a novel algorithmic framework
for autonomous asteroid characterization for the Autonomous
Nanosatellite Swarming (ANS) mission concept. There is signif-
icant interest in asteroids as evidenced by multiple completed
and ongoing asteroid missions. However, these missions heavily
rely on human oversight and Earth-based resources such as the
NASA Deep Space Network. Such an approach is not sustain-
able in the long term due to cost and oversubscribed Earth-
based resources. Furthermore, these missions typically utilize
a single spacecraft that is slow to adapt to its environment due
to light time delay and gaps in communication with the Earth.
In contrast, ANS comprises multiple small spacecraft that oper-
ate autonomously after a brief ground-in-the-loop initialization.
The spacecraft are equipped with low size, weight, power, and
cost (SWaP-C) avionics including star trackers, short-range
cameras, radio-frequency intersatellite links, and chip scale
atomic clocks. The algorithmic framework developed in this
paper utilizes the intersatellite links and images of the asteroid
to simultaneously estimate the spacecraft states as well as the
asteroid gravity field, shape, and rotational motion. This class
of estimation problem is defined in this paper as simultaneous
navigation and characterization (SNAC), which is a superset of
simultaneous localization and mapping. The ANS SNAC frame-
work consists of three novel modules: 1) multi-agent optical
landmark tracking and 3D point reconstruction using stereo-
vision, 2) state estimation through a computationally efficient
and robust unscented Kalman filter, and 3) reconstruction of a
global spherical harmonic shape model by leveraging a priori
knowledge of the shape properties of small celestial bodies. This
new framework is validated through the numerical simulation of
three spacecraft orbiting the asteroid 433 Eros. The simulation
results demonstrate that the proposed architecture provides
autonomous and accurate SNAC in a safe manner without any a
priori shape model and using only low SWaP-C avionics.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Asteroids provide insight into the formation of the solar
system and may hold clues to the origin of life [1, 2]. More-
over, further study of asteroids may enable the utilization
of their resources and the prevention of future asteroid-
Earth collisions [3, 4]. Asteroid missions to date such as
NEAR Shoemaker [5], Dawn [6], OSIRIS-REx [7], and
the Hayabusa missions [8, 9] have provided a wealth of
knowledge. However, completed missions have depended
extensively on human oversight and highly solicited Earth-
based resources such as the NASA Deep Space Network.
This approach is expensive and the spacecraft is slow to react
to its environment due to light time delay and gaps in commu-
nication with the Earth. To address these limitations, this pa-
per develops the distributed navigation, time synchronization,
and asteroid characterization framework of the Autonomous
Nanosatellite Swarming (ANS) mission concept [10]. ANS
is an autonomous swarm of small satellites that cooperate to
characterize an asteroid using intersatellite radio-frequency
(RF) measurements and optical landmark tracking. Through
autonomy and small satellite technology, ANS improves per-
formance and reduces mission cost, thus enabling a greater
number of future small body missions.

In order for a mission operating in close proximity to an
asteroid to safely achieve its objectives, the spacecraft state
relative to the asteroid must be estimated as well as the
asteroid gravity field, shape, and rotational motion. This
task belongs to a new class of estimation problem defined
in this paper as simultaneous navigation and characterization
(SNAC) [10]. SNAC is a superset of simultaneous localiza-
tion and mapping (SLAM) [11]. While SLAM concurrently
estimates a physical map of the environment and the location
of an agent within that map, SNAC can also include the
estimation of additional characteristics of the environment
and of other agents. For example, SNAC would include the
navigation of a spacecraft and the simultaneous characteriza-
tion of the physical properties, maneuvers, or objectives of a
nearby noncooperative spacecraft. In the context of this work,
SNAC includes estimating the asteroid gravity field, global
shape, and rotational motion. These SNAC estimates enable
safe and fuel efficient operations in proximity to the asteroid,
facilitate landing site selection, and yield important scientific
insights.

To achieve SNAC, completed asteroid missions have required
significant human oversight and hours of daily radiometric
tracking and communication using Earth-based resources
[5, 6, 12, 13]. These missions also tend to rely on offline al-
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gorithms that are too computationally expensive for onboard
implementation such as stereo-photoclinometry [14, 15] and
batch orbit determination techniques [12]. Additionally, high
size, weight, power, and cost (SWaP-C) avionics are com-
monly used such as lidar [16].

In order to make asteroid missions more sustainable and
cost effective, there have been efforts to increase autonomy
[10, 17–22]. One interesting semi-autonomous concept uses
hopping rovers deployed by an orbiting spacecraft [23, 24].
Some proposed autonomous mission concepts utilize hyper-
bolic trajectories [20–22], which only provide coarse asteroid
characterization due to the short time in proximity to the as-
teroid. Most studies of autonomous asteroid mission concepts
use significant simplifying assumptions such as idealized
image processing, time-keeping, and estimation as well as
the absence of process noise and sensor biases [10, 17, 18].
Some autonomous mission concepts also require an accurate
a priori gravity or shape model [18, 25].

Many proposed asteroid mission architectures increase auton-
omy through distributed space systems (i.e., multiple cooper-
ative spacecraft) [17,18,20,21]. Distributed space systems are
promising for asteroid SNAC because they can often achieve
objectives that would be cumbersome or impossible for a tra-
ditional single spacecraft mission. Advantages of distributed
space systems include greater robustness, accuracy, flexibil-
ity, and sensing coverage. Salient examples of missions that
are enabled by distributed space systems include GRACE
(NASA) [26], TanDEM-X (DLR) [27], and MMS (NASA)
[28] as well as future missions such as Starling [29], mDOT
[30], SWARM-EX [31], and VISORS [32]. Distributed space
systems often leverage recent advances in small spacecraft
technology. In particular, the MarCO two-spacecraft mission
recently demonstrated the first use of CubeSats in deep space
[33].

Autonomous navigation for distributed space systems has
been studied and tested extensively in Earth-orbit [34], and
has been investigated for interplanetary missions for the
recently proposed ARTMS navigation payload on the Starling
mission [35]. Simple autonomous navigation was briefly used
for the Deep Impact distributed space mission to the comet
Tempel 1. The Deep Impact probe released an impactor that
used autonomous optical navigation to collide with the comet
[36]. However, to the authors’ knowledge no current single
or multi-spacecraft autonomous asteroid mission concept can
achieve SNAC, including estimation of the asteroid gravity
field, global shape, and rotational motion, using only onboard
low SWaP-C avionics and without an a priori shape model.

ANS achieves autonomous SNAC through multiple small
satellites equipped with low SWaP-C hardware including star
trackers, chip scale atomic clocks, short-range cameras, and
intersatellite RF links. The spacecraft are in closed, recon-
figurable orbits about the target asteroid, which provides a
geometrically diverse set of measurements over a long period
of time. After a brief ground-in-the-loop initialization phase,
the spacecraft autonomously characterize the asteroid. No a
priori shape model is required. This paper develops the ANS
SNAC architecture and is a significant improvement upon the
authors’ prior work on ANS [10, 37].

Specifically, this paper has four main contributions. First, a
multi-agent optical landmark tracking and stereovision ap-
proach is developed using images from the satellite short-
range cameras. The low SWaP-C nature of cameras makes
them well suited to small spacecraft and is a significant

advantage over many other types of sensors such as lidar
and radar. Second, a computationally efficient and robust
unscented Kalman filter (UKF) is presented. Third, a novel
method is presented to estimate a global spherical harmonic
shape model from landmark point estimates by leveraging
a priori knowledge of the shape characteristics of small
celestial bodies. The spherical harmonic shape model is
particularly powerful when paired with the estimated spher-
ical harmonic gravity model because characteristics of the
asteroid mass distribution can be inferred [38]. Moreover,
the shape model can be used to maintain a safe distance
from the asteroid and enables the use of a polyhedral gravity
model, which can be utilized close to the asteroid where a
spherical harmonic gravity model may diverge [39]. Fourth,
the ANS SNAC architecture is validated through high-fidelity
software simulations including the most relevant sources of
uncertainty.

Following this introduction, Section 2 details the ANS con-
cept of operations. This section is intended to provide
operational context, but it does not diminish the generality
of the new algorithms. Section 3 describes the process for
optically tracking landmarks and reconstructing them in 3D
space using stereovision. Section 4 describes how optical
pixel measurements of landmarks are fused with intersatellite
RF measurements in a computationally efficient and robust
manner to estimate the spacecraft states and asteroid proper-
ties. A novel technique is presented in Section 5 for global
asteroid shape reconstruction from landmark point estimates.
In Section 6, the developed SNAC algorithmic architecture
is validated through the numerical simulation of three space-
craft orbiting the asteroid 433 Eros. Finally, conclusions are
presented in Section 7 based on the numerical results.

2. CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
ANS consists of a mothership and one or more deputy
nanosatellites, all of which cooperate to characterize an aster-
oid (see Figure 1). The mothership has greater computation
power and is the only spacecraft equipped with a high-gain
antenna to communicate with the Earth, primarily at the
beginning and end of the mission or at major intermediate
milestones. Although some computational tasks are executed
exclusively on the mothership, the image processing is dis-
tributed among the swarm in order to reduce the maximum
computational burden on any one spacecraft. The proposed
algorithmic subsystems and intersatellite data transfer are
depicted in Figure 2.

The low SWaP-C sensors onboard each spacecraft are a
short-range camera, an intersatellite RF link, a chip scale
atomic clock, and a star tracker. Potential small spacecraft
avionics can be found in [40]. The short-range cameras
are used to optically detect and track asteroid landmarks.
The star trackers provide inertial attitude solutions for each
spacecraft. The intersatellite RF links between every pair
of spacecraft provide intersatellite one-way pseudorange and
Doppler measurements while facilitating communication and
data transfer.

Data transfer from the deputy spacecraft to the mothership
includes the intersatellite pseudorange and Doppler measure-
ments, inertial attitude solutions, and landmark pixel mea-
surements and feature descriptors. Landmark detection and
inertial attitude solutions are computed by each individual
spacecraft. Thus, the computational load is distributed among
the swarm. Additionally, the total data transfer load between
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Figure 1. Conceptual illustration of ANS including the
spacecraft orbits, intersatellite RF links, and landmarks

tracked using the spacecraft short-range cameras.

spacecraft is reduced by transferring landmark pixel measure-
ments and feature descriptors instead of full images. The
primary data transferred from the mothership to the deputies
relates to maneuver commands. Guidance and control (e.g.,
[41]) are not considered in this paper and are, therefore,
not illustrated in Figure 2. A landmark database is stored
on the mothership and is depicted by the cylinder in Figure
2. The landmark database includes the 3D asteroid-centered
asteroid-fixed (ACAF) positions and associated error covari-
ances of landmarks that are currently tracked in the filter
state and landmarks that have been retired (i.e., removed and
stored) from the filter state. The coordinate frames used
throughout this paper are defined in Table 1.

The swarm orbit geometry is designed to provide safe and
accurate asteroid characterization. The mean semi-major axis
of each spacecraft is equal to prevent the swarm from quickly
drifting apart in the along-track direction. The spacecraft are
primarily separated in the along-track direction by a distance
that provides passive collision avoidance and balances two
competing interests. On one hand, decreasing intersatellite
separation improves correlation of 2D keypoints between
images taken by different spacecraft at approximately the
same epoch. On the other hand, increasing intersatellite
separation increases the accuracy of stereovision and the
observability provided by landmark pixel measurements to
the estimation filter. A conceptual depiction of this formation
and the spacecraft sensors is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 2. ANS data transfer and system interactions to
perform SNAC. The ovals are sensors, the rectangles are

algorithms, and the cylinder represents data storage.

SNAC Algorithmic Architecture

Upon initial approach, a brief ground-in-the-loop phase uses
optical navigation and ground-based radiometric tracking to
get coarse initial estimates of the spacecraft states, the aster-
oid rotational parameters, and the asteroid gravity field spher-
ical harmonic coefficients. This phase can be accomplished
similarly to completed missions [7,15] and is assumed to have
already been done in this paper. After the ground-in-the-loop
initialization, the swarm autonomously tracks landmarks,
updates the landmark database, and simultaneously estimates
the spacecraft states and asteroid properties. This process
is divided into three algorithmic subsystems as illustrated in
Figure 2.

The first subsystem comprises both purple blocks in Figure
2 and is discussed in Section 3. This subsystem detects
landmarks, tracks them over time, and initializes the 3D posi-
tions of new landmarks. Keypoint detection identifies unique
landmarks in each image. Scale-invariant feature transform
(SIFT) [42] keypoint detection is used to detect potential
landmarks in images. Previous studies have shown that SIFT
is the most reliable detection method when compared to other
keypoint descriptors, including crater tracking, in the asteroid
environment where lighting and perspective changes between
images can be significant [37, 43]. Landmarks are tracked in
two ways. The first method correlates landmarks between
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Table 1. Coordinate frame definitions. If unspecified, the
third axis completes the right-handed triad.

Frame Definition
ACAF Asteroid-Centered Asteroid-Fixed

X-axis aligned with asteroid prime meridian
Z-axis aligned with asteroid mean spin axis

ACI Asteroid-Centered Inertial
X-axis aligned with vernal equinox
Z-axis normal to Earth mean-equatorial plane

ACIC Asteroid-Centered Inertial Control
X-axis aligned with ACAF x-axis at J2000 epoch
Z-axis aligned with asteroid mean spin axis

CF Camera Fixed
X-axis parallel to image plane pixel columns
Y-axis parallel to image plane pixel rows
Z-axis aligned with camera boresight

RTN Radial Transverse Normal
R-axis aligned with s/c position vector
N-axis aligned with s/c angular momentum vector

images taken at the same nominal epoch by each spacecraft.
This method uses only the similarity of keypoint feature
descriptors as a correlation metric [42]. The second method
correlates landmarks actively maintained in the estimation
filter state to keypoints detected in the images taken by each
spacecraft. This method uses both the feature descriptors
and the Mahalanobis distance between the feature 2D pixel
location and the expected location based on the filter output
[11].

Immediately after the ground-in-the-loop initialization, the
landmark database is empty. Landmark pixel measurements
are reconstructed in 3D space to provide initial ACAF land-
mark position estimates to the filter. Neither lidar, nor radar,
nor an initial shape model is used to aid in reconstruction.
Instead, multi-agent stereovision is used to reconstruct land-
mark 3D positions from the pixel locations of keypoints
matched between images recorded by two different spacecraft
and based on the filter estimates of the spacecraft states and
asteroid rotational parameters [44]. Although multi-agent
stereovision is commonly used for planetary exploration with
ground-based robots [45] and unmanned aerial vehicles [46],
stereovision has only been performed in space using a single
spacecraft or in batch-processing of asteroid images [47, 48].

The second subsystem is state estimation, which is shown in
green in Figure 2. This subsystem is only executed on the
mothership and is described in Section 4. This subsystem
fuses the pixel measurements of tracked landmarks with
intersatellite RF measurements in a UKF to simultaneously
estimate the spacecraft states, landmark 3D positions, and
asteroid characteristics. A coarse initial filter state estimate
and covariance is provided by the ground-in-the-loop initial-
ization. However, no initial estimates of landmark positions
are required. After the ground-in-the-loop initialization,
stereovision estimates of new landmark 3D ACAF positions
from the first subsystem are added to the filter state. SIFT
keypoint descriptors cannot reliably locate the same physical
feature when there are significant changes in perspective and
illumination conditions [42]. Thus, landmarks that have not

been observed for a specified amount of time are removed
from the filter state. As a result, the number of landmarks
in the filter state varies over time as they are added and
removed. However, knowledge of the landmark 3D posi-
tions and uncertainties is retained in the landmark database
(see Figure 2). In fact, after each filter call the landmark
database is updated with the current mean state estimates and
covariances of the landmarks currently in the filter state. The
UKF runtime is reduced with no loss of accuracy and is made
robust to dynamics modeling deficiencies through the re-
cently developed exploiting triangular structure and adaptive
state noise compensation techniques [10, 49]. Measurement
underweighting is used initially to provide robustness to
measurement nonlinearities.

The third subsystem is global shape reconstruction, which
is shown in blue in Figure 2 and is only executed on the
mothership. This subsystem generates a global asteroid shape
model through a least squares fit of the coefficients of a
spherical harmonic shape model to the estimated landmark
positions in the landmark database. Each landmark estimate
is weighted according to its uncertainty. A novel regulariza-
tion procedure leveraging a priori knowledge of the power
spectra of spherical harmonic shape coefficients of small
celestial bodies is used. This regularization prevents over-
fitting and provides accurate shape reconstruction between
landmark point estimates. This subsystem is described in
detail in Section 5.

3. LANDMARK TRACKING AND
STEREOVISION

State estimation requires the pixel measurements of as many
landmarks in the filter state as possible to perform an update.
However, as the asteroid rotates and the spacecraft continue in
their orbits, landmarks enter and leave the field of view. Thus,
new landmarks must be added to the filter and obsolete ones
must be removed. The landmark tracking and stereovision
subsystem accomplishes this in three steps. The first step
is to correlate landmarks already in the filter state to the
keypoints in the image taken by each spacecraft. The second
step is to initialize new landmark estimates to be added to
the filter state. This requires correlating keypoints between
two images taken at the same time step and reconstructing
them in the ACAF frame in order to provide an initial 3D
state to the filter. These keypoint pairs are projected into
3D space using stereovision. The final step is to determine
which landmarks to retire from the filter state and how to
maintain the database of landmarks. The landmark tracking
and stereovision subsystem occurs after the filter time update
but before the measurement update so the filter mean state
estimate and associated covariance are at the same nominal
epoch as the images.

Step One: Correlate Filter Landmarks

In the first step of landmark tracking and stereovision, land-
marks from the filter state are correlated to the keypoints
in the images captured by the spacecraft at the same nom-
inal epoch. Mahalanobis distance and the Euclidean norm
between consecutive keypoint descriptors are used as the
correlation metrics. For each spacecraft, all of the filter
landmarks are iterated over to identify correlations. This
subsection describes one iteration of this process, which
determines which keypoint k∗, if any, correlates to the ith
filter landmark in the image from the jth spacecraft. Note
that the ith filter landmark can have a correlated keypoint in
the image from each spacecraft at the current time step but
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can only correlate to a single keypoint in each image.

Mahalanobis distance is a measure of the distance between
the distribution of a random variable and a sample of that
random variable. In this case, the random variable is the dif-
ference between the kth keypoint center lk and the expected
pixel measurement l̃i of the corresponding landmark based on
the filter state estimate. The distribution of this difference is
a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with a covariance equal to
the sum of the error covariances of lk and l̃i. This assumes an
unbiased filter estimate and that the pixel measurement error
is uncorrelated with the filter state estimate error.

The ACAF position, Li, of the landmark is projected into the
image frame using the finite projective camera model [44][

uw
vw
w

]
= K̂ R

ACI→CFj

[
R

ACAF→ACI
−rj

] [
Li
1

]
. (1)

The projected pixel measurements of the landmark center

l̃i =

[
u
v

]
(2)

are computed by dividing the first two elements of Eq. (1) by
w, which is the common factor of the homogeneous coordi-
nate of l̃i. The rotation matrix from the ACI frame to the CF
frame of the jth spacecraft is ACI→CFj

R , which is provided by
the onboard star tracker. The rotation matrix from the ACAF
frame to the ACI frame is denoted ACAF→ACI

R and is computed
from the estimated asteroid rotational parameters. The ACI
vector of the jth spacecraft center of mass relative to the
asteroid center of mass is rj . Finally, the camera calibration
matrix is,

K̂ =

f̃x γ cx
0 f̃y cy
0 0 1

 , (3)

where f̃x and f̃y are the camera focal length divided by the
pixel pitch in the CF frame x and y directions, respectively.
The principal point in pixels is denoted c = [cx, cy]T . The
scalar, γ, is a skew factor generally determined from camera
calibration.

The image frame covariance, P̃l,i, associated with l̃i is com-
puted through a linear mapping of the error covariances of
the observing spacecraft position and the asteroid rotational
parameters contained in the filter state. This linear covariance
mapping utilizes the partial derivatives of Eq. (2) with respect
to the spacecraft position and asteroid rotational parameters.
These partial derivatives are easily derived and are omitted
here for brevity.

The Mahalanobis distance mik between the distribution of
lk − l̃i and the sampled value is

mik =

√(
lk − l̃i

)T (
P̃l,i + Rk

)−1 (
lk − l̃i

)
. (4)

Here, Rk is the measurement error covariance of the kth
keypoint pixel center. Any k paired with landmark i that
results in an mik above a threshold are rejected as a match.
That threshold, mt, is determined by

mt =
√
−2 ln(pm), (5)

The parameter, pm, is a tunable probability threshold such
that the correlation between landmark i and keypoint k is
rejected if the probability of getting a larger Mahalanobis
distance than mik is less than pm when assuming landmark i
and keypoint k are correlated.

Nevertheless, there are typically multiple candidate keypoints
with mik < mt because interesting asteroid surface points
tend to cluster (e.g., keypoints detected on a crater rim or a
rocky pile). This means another keypoint right next to the
true match might be selected simply because of the noise
in landmark and spacecraft state estimation. The feature
descriptor, di, associated with a landmark is retained any time
it is correlated in an image. To further eliminate candidate
keypoints, the di from the previous time step is compared to
the feature descriptor, dk, of each candidate keypoint. The
feature descriptors are compared by taking the L2 norm of
their difference. A maximum threshold, δd,t, is also imposed
on the feature descriptor differences to eliminate outliers.

The keypoint k∗ in the image from the jth spacecraft that
correlates to filter landmark i is determined through the
weighted optimization problem,

k∗ = argmin
k

‖di − dk‖2 + ŵmik

subject to mik ≤ mt

‖di − dk‖2 ≤ δd,t.

(6)

The Mahalanobis distance tends to be much smaller than the
descriptor difference so a weight, ŵ, is empirically deter-
mined to make them comparable. The di from spacecraft j is
used when available but if not, the di of another spacecraft is
used. If there are no keypoints that satisfy the constraints
in Eq. (6), landmark i is assumed to not correlate to any
keypoints in the image. When the k∗th keypoint is correlated
to the ith landmark, the keypoint’s centroid, lk∗ , is provided
to the estimation filter as the pixel measurement associated
with the ith landmark.

This completes the process to correlate keypoint k∗ in the
image from the jth spacecraft to landmark i. This process
is repeated for all spacecraft and landmarks currently in the
filter state that are visible to the spacecraft at that time step.
Using only visible landmarks for correlation avoids incor-
rect matches and reduces computation cost. The subset of
landmarks visible to the spacecraft is determined by finding
the convex hull of the point cloud between the center of
the actively tracked landmarks and the spacecraft taking the
image [50].

Step Two: Initialize New Landmarks via Stereovision

The second step initializes new landmarks into the filter state
by using multi-agent stereovision to reconstruct the ACAF
positions of keypoints matched via spacecraft to spacecraft
correlation. Spacecraft to spacecraft correlation compares
one spacecraft’s keypoint descriptors directly to another
spacecraft’s at the same time step. For each possible pair
of spacecraft, the keypoints in the two images are correlated
using the descriptor-matching algorithm devised by Lowe
in [42]. As a consistency check with the filter landmark
correlations determined in the previous subsection via Eq.
(6), keypoints that were matched to a filter landmark are not
considered.

Each pair of correlated keypoints is reconstructed into the
3D ACAF frame via multi-agent stereovision. The stereo-
vision estimates are calculated using the homogeneous linear
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triangulation method from Hartley and Zisserman [44]. This
procedure is explained here in the context of landmarks and
spacecraft.

Equation (1) can be reduced to a concise form,

lh,j = MjLh. (7)

Here lh,j = [uw, vw,w]T , Lh = [LTi , 1]T , and

Mj = K̂ R
ACI→CFj

[
R

ACAF→ACI
−rj

]
. (8)

is the camera projective transform of the jth spacecraft.
Given the matched pixel measurements from two spacecraft,
lh,1 = [u1, v1, 1]T and lh,2 = [u2, v2, 1]T , and their respec-
tive projective transforms, M1 and M2, two equations can be
formed from Eq. (7):

lh,1 = M1Lh (9)

lh,2 = M2Lh. (10)

Because the cross product of two parallel vectors is zero, two
more equations can be formed,

lh,1 ×M1Lh = 0 (11)

lh,2 ×M2Lh = 0. (12)

Equations (9 - 12) share the same 3D landmark position and
can be combined into a form, ALh = 0, where

A =

u1M
3T
1 −M1T

1

v1M
3T
1 −M2T

1

u2M
3T
2 −M1T

2

v2M
3T
2 −M2T

2

 . (13)

Each MaT
j is the is the ath row of Mj . There is likely no

exact solution to ALh = 0 because there is noise in both lh,j
and Mj . Instead,Lh is considered the minimizer of ‖ALh‖2
subject to ‖Lh‖2 = 1. The constraint is included because
Lh = 0 is a trivial solution. The matrix Mj is only defined
up to a scale, so the value of ‖Lh‖2 is unimportant. This opti-
mization problem is solved via singular value decomposition
where Lh is the unit right-singular vector corresponding to
the smallest singular value of A. The final Li is recovered by
dividing the first three elements of Lh by its fourth element.

The covariance of each new stereovision estimate Li and its
cross covariances with the other filter state parameters are
computed through a linear mapping of the covariance of the
vector concatenation of the observing spacecraft positions
and the asteroid rotation parameters as provided by the esti-
mation filter output. The linear covariance mapping uses the
partial derivatives of the stereovision estimates with respect
to the observing spacecraft positions and the asteroid rota-
tional parameters. These partial derivatives are approximated
through central finite differencing.

It is important to note the competing camera angular sep-
aration requirements between Lowe’s descriptor-matching
algorithm and stereovision. In [37], keypoint correlation
including Lowe’s algorithm was shown to decrease as space-
craft separation increased even though the same landmarks
remained within the field of view, most likely because the
perspective may have changed too much to directly compare
the feature descriptors. On the other hand, [51] and [52] both

showed that uncertainty in stereovision estimates decreases
as camera angular separation increases. The stereovision
process essentially finds the closest point of intersection
between the rays projected by the two image points into the
3D frame. If the origins of the rays (i.e., camera locations) are
close together, the rays can become nearly parallel and, thus,
the true intersection is more uncertain [51]. The intersatellite
separation must be small enough for accurate spacecraft to
spacecraft correlation but large enough for accurate stereovi-
sion.

Each correlation pair and associated ACAF position and
covariance estimate undergo two more checks before being
added to the filter state. First, if the L2 norm of the diagonal
of the 3-by-3 ACAF covariance of an estimate is greater
than PL,max, the estimate and it’s keypoint correlation pair
is discarded. Second, if a keypoint from one spacecraft was
correlated to a keypoint from two or more spacecraft, there
will be an ACAF estimate for each match pair. Only the
estimate that has the smallest maximum eigenvalue of the
ACAF error covariance is kept.

Once these checks are passed, step two is complete. The
ACAF landmark state estimates and their associated covari-
ances for keypoint pairs that did not match any filter land-
marks are added to the filter state. Their pixel measurements
are not used for the filter update in this time step because they
were already used to compute the new landmark estimates.

Step Three: Landmark Retirement

Filter landmarks have been correlated to specific keypoints
in images and new landmarks have been reconstructed from
their keypoint pairs in the ACAF frame to add to the filter.
This leaves the final step of the landmark tracking and stere-
ovison subsystem: determine which landmarks to retire from
the filter state and how to maintain the landmark database.
Retired landmarks are retained in the database for use in
global shape reconstruction only. They are never used for
any correlation method again, nor are their ACAF positions
and covariances updated.

Landmarks are retired because true correlations may not pass
the descriptor difference constraint in Eq. (6) of landmark
tracking if too much time has passed from the last time it
was seen. The same landmarks could end up being initialized
into the filter multiple times and confuse correlation or lead to
cumbersome computation times because of an ever growing
filter state. When a landmark has not been correlated in nr
steps, that landmark is retired. That is, it is removed from
the filter state, added to the retired database, and is no longer
tracked. The user-specified parameter, nr, can be determined
from orbit conditions and the keypoint descriptor method as
specified in [37].

As landmarks are retired from the filter state, it is beneficial
to remove some landmarks from the database in order to
avoid excessive memory requirements. Landmarks should
be removed in a way to avoid storing duplicate landmarks
and to cover the asteroid surface as uniformly as possible to
best capture the shape for global shape reconstruction. Thus,
when a landmark is retired, all existing retired landmarks
within Euclidean distance, dr, of the newly retired landmark’s
position are found. Then, one-by-one, the newly retired
landmark and the existing retired landmarks are compared to
see if their covariances overlap significantly via

lo =
√
λ∗ +

√
λr − d∗,r. (14)
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Here, λ∗ and λr are the maximum eigenvalues of the newly
retired landmark and the existing retired landmark covari-
ance, respectively. The Euclidean distance between the two
landmarks is d∗,r. If lo < 0, the landmark with the smaller
maximum covariance eigenvalue is retained in the database,
and the other landmark is deleted. When a landmark is
retired from the filter state that has not been correlated to
an image keypoint after its stereovision initialization, it is
deleted from the landmark database. Such landmarks often
have relatively large uncertainties and may be the result of an
incorrect correlation of two image keypoints.

Finally, the work of the landmark tracking and stereovision
subsystem is complete. Step one correlates filter landmarks
to the images and returns their pixel measurements via filter
to spacecraft correlation. Step two initializes new landmarks
into the filter via multi-agent stereovision and spacecraft to
spacecraft correlation. Step three retires landmarks from the
filter state and maintains a database of retired landmarks for
later use.

4. STATE ESTIMATION FILTER
The estimation filter fuses the pixel measurements from the
landmark tracking and stereovision subsystem with the inter-
satellite RF measurements to estimate the spacecraft states
and asteroid characteristics. A UKF [11, 53] is utilized
because it is more accurate for nonlinear systems than an
extended Kalman filter and is more computationally efficient
than particle filtering techniques [11]. Thus, a UKF provides
a good balance between computational cost and accuracy
for this application. The ANS UKF computation time is
significantly reduced with no loss of accuracy through the
recently developed exploiting triangular structure technique
[10]. The filter is made robust to system nonlinearities
and dynamics modeling deficiencies through measurement
underweighting and adaptive estimation of the process noise
covariance. The state estimation filter is executed entirely on
the mothership (see Figure 2).

The estimated filter state is

x = [ψT GT xT1 Cr,1 . . . x
T
ns
Cr,ns

δbT LT1 . . . LTnl
]T

(15)
where ns is the number of spacecraft and nl is the number
of landmark states currently in the filter state. Here ψ =
[α δ ω]T parameterizes the rotational motion of the asteroid
where α and δ are the right ascension and declination of
the asteroid spin axis respectively with respect to the ACI
frame, and ω is the asteroid spin rate [54]. The current filter
implementation assumes the asteroid rotates uniformly about
its maximum moment of inertia principle axis, which is true
for the majority of asteroids [55, 56]. The vector G contains
the asteroid gravitational parameter as well as the normalized
spherical harmonic coefficients of the asteroid gravity field
where the normalization factor is [57]

κnm =

√
(n+m)!

(2− δ0m)(2n+ 1)(n−m)!
(16)

Here, n and m are the degree and order of the gravity
coefficient respectively, and δij is the Kronecker delta func-
tion. The inertial Cartesian state and solar radiation pressure
coefficient respectively of the ith spacecraft are xi and Cr,i.
The clock offset and drift of each deputy with respect to the
mothership multiplied by the speed of light are contained in

δb. The ACAF 3D position vector of the ith tracked landmark
is Li.

Before each measurement update, stereovision estimates of
new landmark 3D ACAF positions are added to the filter
state. The covariances of the stereovision estimates and their
cross covariances with each other and the rest of the filter
state parameters are incorporated in the filter error covari-
ance. Since SIFT features are not robust to large changes
in perspective and illumination conditions, landmarks in the
filter state that have not been observed by any spacecraft for a
specified amount of time are removed from the filter state. An
initial mean state estimate and error covariance of the state in
Eq. (15), except for landmark states, is provided by the brief
ground-in-the-loop initialization phase.

Dynamics Modeling

Each UKF call consists of a time update and a measurement
update. In both the time and measurement updates, 2n + 1
sigma points are deterministically generated where n is the
current number of state variables. In the time update, each
sigma point is propagated over the measurement interval.
Except for the spacecraft states and δb, all the state variables
are treated as constants, and their dynamics are modeled
as identity. The spacecraft states are propagated through
a fourth-order Runge-Kutta numerical integration where the
modeled spacecraft accelerations take into account the spher-
ical harmonic gravity coefficients of the asteroid up to a
specified degree and order, solar radiation pressure with a
constant spacecraft surface area, and third body gravity from
the sun.

Although there are various ways to model the many sources
of noise that alter the frequency of an oscillator over time, it
is common to model an atomic clock as a two state system
[58]. The clock states of the ith spacecraft are

ηi(t) =

[
ηi(t)
η̇i(t)

]
(17)

where i = 1 corresponds to the mothership. The clock offset,
which is the difference between the clock time and the true
time, is denoted ηi(t). The clock drift is η̇i(t) = d

dtηi(t). The
dynamical model of the clock states is

η̇i(t) =

[
0 1
0 0

]
ηi(t) + εηi(t) (18)

where εηi(t) ∈ R2 is a zero-mean white Gaussian process
with the power spectral density

Q̃ηi =

[
q1i 0
0 q2i

]
(19)

The values of q1 and q2 for a specific clock can be estimated
by fitting the equation [59]

σ2
y(τ) =

q1

τ
+
q2τ

3
(20)

to empirically determined values of the Allan variance σ2
y(τ)

where τ is the averaging interval.

The discrete-time solution to Eq. (18) is

ηi(tk) = Φη(tk, tk−1)ηi(tk−1) +wηi(tk) (21)
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where

Φη(tk, tk−1) =

[
1 ∆tk
0 1

]
(22)

and ∆tk = tk−tk−1. It is easily shown that the discrete-time
process noisewηi(tk) is uncorrelated in time, zero-mean, and
normally distributed with covariance [58]

Qηi(tk) =

[
q1i

∆tk + q2i

∆t3k
3 q2i

∆t2k
2

q2i

∆t2k
2 q2i

∆tk

]
(23)

The biases of the RF measurements are

δbi(t) =

[
δbi(t)
δ̇bi(t)

]
= c

[
ηi(t)− η1(t)
η̇i(t)− η̇1(t)

]
(24)

where c is the speed of light. Note that δb1 = 0 by definition.
Light time delay is neglected in Eq. (24) because E[ηi(t +
τ)]−ηi(t)] = τE[η̇i(t)] and Var(ηi(t+ τ)−ηi(t)) = q1i

τ +

q2i

τ3

3 are small. The dynamics of δbi(t) are described by

δbi(tk) = Φη(tk, tk−1)δbi(tk−1) +wδbi(tk) (25)

where
wδbi(tk) = c(wηi(tk)−wη1(tk)) (26)

The vector

δb(tk) = [δb2(tk)T . . . δbns(tk)T ]T (27)

is estimated as part of the filter state (see Eq. (15)). The
associated discrete-time process noise of δb(tk) is

wδb(tk) = [wδb2(tk)T . . .wδbns
(tk)T ]T (28)

The random vector wδb(tk) is normally distributed and un-
correlated in time with covariance

Qδb(tk) = E[wδb(tk)wδb(tk)T ] (29)

=


Qδb2,2(tk) Qδb2,3(tk) . . . Qδb2,ns

(tk)
Qδb3,2(tk) Qδb3,3(tk) . . . Qδb3,ns

(tk)
...

...
. . .

...
Qδbns,2

(tk) Qδbns,3
(tk) . . . Qδbns,ns

(tk)


(30)

Assuming the noises of different clocks are uncorrelated,

Qδbi,j (tk) = E[wδbi(tk)wδbj(tk)T ] (31)

=

{
c2(Qηi(tk) + Qη1(tk)) for i = j
c2Qη1(tk) otherwise (32)

Measurement Modeling

In the measurement update, the predicted measurements for
each sigma point are computed. The one-way RF pseudo-
range measurements between each pair of spacecraft at the
epoch tk are modeled as

ρij(tk) = ||ρij(tk)||+ δbj − δbi (33)

The transmitting and receiving satellites are indicated by the
subscripts i and j respectively. The vector from the ith

spacecraft antenna to that of the jth spacecraft is ρij . The
intersatellite one-way Doppler measurements are modeled as

ρ̇ij(tk) = ρ̇ij(tk) · ρij(tk)

||ρij(tk)||
+ δ̇bj − δ̇bi (34)

Note that δb1 = δ̇b1 = 0 by definition because the biases are
defined relative to the mothership clock. The motion of the
spacecraft during the signal time of flight is neglected in Eqs.
(33) and (34) because the resulting errors are much smaller
than the measurement noise for the considered relative space-
craft motion.

The pixel measurements, u and v, of the ith tracked landmark
taken by a camera onboard the jth spacecraft are given by the
pin-hole camera model in Eqs. (1-2). The correspondences
between detected 2D image keypoints and landmarks in the
filter state are provided by the landmark tracking and stereo-
vision subsystem described in Section 3.

Computationally Efficient and Robust Estimation

In the time update, each sigma point is propagated over
the measurement interval using the filter modeled dynamics
[11]. A traditional UKF would require (2n + 1)ns orbit
propagations for each time update where n is the number of
state variables and ns is the number of spacecraft. These orbit
propagations dominate the total UKF runtime. However, the
runtime of the ANS UKF is significantly reduced with no
loss of accuracy through the recently developed exploiting
triangular structure technique [10]. Each sigma point is a
different realization of the state vector in Eq. (15). The
first sigma point is the mean state estimate and the other
sigma points are the mean state estimate plus or minus a
scaled column of the matrix square root of the filter error
covariance [11]. Due to the lower triangular structure of
the Cholesky decomposition matrix square root, many sigma
points will have orbit propagations that are identical to the
first sigma point orbit propagations. The state ordering in
Eq. (15) is specifically chosen to minimize the number of
unique orbit propagations such that the orbit propagations for
the first sigma point can be reused for other sigma points
as much as possible. This reduces the number of required
orbit propagations from (2n+ 1)ns to 2ns(1/2 + dim(ψ) +

dim(G)) + 2
∑ns−1
i=0 7(ns − i) where dim(·) denotes the

cardinality of a vector (e.g., dim(ψ) = 3). Although the
exploiting triangular structure technique can also be used
to reduce the computation time of the measurement update,
it is not used here because the filter computation time is
dominated so heavily by the time update.

The performance of a Kalman filter can degrade considerably
if there are large, neglected higher order effects. In cases
where the state uncertainty is large relative to that of the
measurement uncertainty, neglecting significant higher order
effects of the nonlinear measurement models can result in a
theoretical state error covariance that decreases more quickly
than the true state errors, resulting in filter inconsistency
[60]. This phenomenon is especially of concern before filter
convergence when the state uncertainty is relatively large. To
overcome this obstacle, various measurement underweight-
ing schemes have been proposed to increase the innovation
covariance in order to slow the convergence of the filter
error covariance. Zanetti gives a comprehensive review of
measurement underweighting techniques [60]. Here, Lear’s
underweighting method is employed during filter conver-
gence because it is simple and treats the second order effects
as a scaling of the first order effects, which adapts the inflation
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of the innovation covariance according to the size of the state
error covariance [60].

The performance of a Kalman filter is also heavily dependent
on the accuracy of the modeled process and measurement
noise covariances. Poor modeling of these covariances can
lead to filter inconsistency and divergence. Modeling the pro-
cess noise covariance is especially challenging for an asteroid
mission because the dynamical environment is poorly known
a priori and the process noise statistics can change dramati-
cally as the spacecraft orbits change throughout the mission.
In order to make the estimation filter robust to dynamics
modeling deficiencies, the recently developed adaptive state
noise compensation algorithm is used to efficiently estimate
the process noise covariance of the spacecraft states online
[49]. This technique models the process noise covariance of
each Cartesian spacecraft state at the kth time step as

Qk =

[
1
3∆t3kQ̃k

1
2∆t2kQ̃k

1
2∆t2kQ̃k ∆tkQ̃k

]
, (35)

where ∆tk = tk − tk−1. The power spectral density
of the unmodeled spacecraft accelerations, Q̃ ∈ R3×3, is
assumed diagonal and is adaptively tuned after each filter
call. Estimating Q̃ is very computationally efficient and can
easily incorporate lower and upper bounds on each diagonal
element. Each lower bound must be at least zero to ensure
Qk is positive semi-definite.

A coarse upper bound is derived here based on the largest
expected unmodeled acceleration the spacecraft will expe-
rience, amax. Over a small time interval ∆tk, the greatest
amount by which the velocity in any axis is changed due
to amax is amax∆tk. Assuming that amax∆tk is greater
than the change in velocity that will be caused by unmodeled
accelerations, amax∆tk is set equal to the square root of
an element on the main diagonal of the velocity covariance
portion of Eq. (35) to yield the upper bound

Q̃u = a2
max∆t (36)

Selection of amax should be based on the modeled dynamics
and the best knowledge of the true dynamics. One conserva-
tive option is to select amax as the maximum acceleration a
spacecraft would experience in its orbit due to the spherical
harmonic gravity coefficient J2, which is

amax =
3µJ2R

2
ref

2r4
(37)

Here µ andRref are the gravitational parameter and reference
radius respectively of the central body. The distance of the
spacecraft from the central body center of mass is r. The
value of amax is estimated using the current best knowledge
of µ, J2, and r. Eq. (36) can also be used as an initial guess
of Q̃.

5. GLOBAL SHAPE RECONSTRUCTION
A global asteroid shape model is integral to many mission
operations. It helps keep the spacecraft at a safe distance from
the asteroid. It also enables the use of a polyhedral gravity
model, which is important for operations inside the smallest
circumscribing sphere (i.e., Brillouin sphere) of the asteroid
where a spherical harmonic gravity model may diverge [39].
A spherical harmonic shape model is particularly powerful

because it can be paired with a spherical harmonic gravity
model to infer characteristics of the body mass distribution
[38]. This section describes a novel technique to generate
a global spherical harmonic shape model from a 3D point
cloud of estimated surface landmark positions. The global
shape model is obtained through a regularized least squares
fit of the spherical harmonic coefficients to the estimated 3D
landmark positions, weighting each landmark according to its
uncertainty. A new regularization procedure leveraging gen-
eralized cross validation and a priori knowledge of the shape
characteristics of celestial bodies is developed to prevent
over fitting, thus providing accurate surface reconstruction
between landmark point estimates. In ANS, this technique
can be used periodically to generate a global asteroid 3D
shape model based on the landmark point estimates in the
landmark database provided by the subsystems discussed in
Sections 3 and 4. Global shape reconstruction is executed
entirely on the mothership (see Figure 2).

Any surface whose radial distance is a square-integrable
function of latitude λ and longitude φ can be represented
through a spherical harmonic expansion [38]

r(λ, φ) =

N∑
n=0

n∑
m=0

(Ānm cosmλ+ B̄nm sinmλ)P̄nm(sinφ)

(38)
where r(λ, φ) is the distance of the surface from the origin.
As N → ∞, Eq. (38) describes the surface exactly. In
practice, Eq. (38) is truncated to some finite maximum degree
N . The spherical harmonics coefficients Anm and Bnm of
degree n and order m are normalized such that Ānm =
κnmAnm and B̄nm = κnmBnm, where κnm is defined in
Eq. (16). The associated Legendre functions Pnm(u) are also
normalized such that P̄nm(u) = κ−1

nmPnm(u). For a set of nl
3D surface points, Eq. (38) can be written in matrix form as

r = As (39)

Here,
r = [r1 . . . rnl

]T (40)

is the concatenation of the Eulidean norm of each landmark
position vector,

s = [Ā00 Ā10 . . . ĀNN B̄11 B̄21 . . . B̄NN ]T (41)

is a vector containing the normalized spherical harmonic
shape coefficients up through degree and order N , and

A =

 P̄00(sinφ1) . . . P̄NN (sinφ1) sinNλ1
...

. . .
...

P̄00(sinφnl
) . . . P̄NN (sinφnl

) sinNλnl

 (42)

is defined such that Eq. (38) is satisfied for each ri.

Given a set of 3D positions on the surface of an object,
spherical harmonic coefficients up to a specified degree and
order representing the surface can be obtained through the
least squares minimization

arg min
s
||As− r||2 (43)

Unfortunately, the solution of Eq. (43) often results in over
fitting, which leads to large surface protrusions in areas with
few landmarks [61,62]. Over fitting is especially pronounced
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as the degree of the spherical harmonics expansion increases.
To prevent over fitting for weighted least squares problems
in general, regularization is often used. One of the most
common regularization approaches is referred to as Tikhonov
regularization or ridge regression [63, 64].

Regularization

We take a novel approach to prevent over fitting by leveraging
a priori knowledge of the shape characteristics of celestial
bodies. The root mean square (RMS) power spectrum of the
shape spherical harmonic coefficients of a body is defined for
each degree n as

σsh(n) =

(
1

2n+ 1

n∑
m=0

(Ā2
nm + B̄2

nm)

)1/2

, (44)

which is rotation invariant [38]. Kaula empirically showed
that the RMS power spectra of the gravity spherical harmonic
coefficients of terrestrial bodies tend to follow a power law
[65, 66], decreasing as 1/n2. Similarly, many authors have
observed that σsh(n) is also well described by a power law
[38, 67]

σsh(n) =
K

nα
(45)

for terrestrial and minor bodies. The constants K and α
have been empirically determined for various bodies such as
Venus [68, 69], Mars [69], and Phobos [70]. For the Earth,
the Vening Meinesz rule [67, 71] defines α = 2, although
authors with more accurate, modern data estimate α = 1.8
[69, 72]. Recently, Ermakov et al. [67] analyzed the data
from numerous space missions to various bodies in the solar
system and found that α = 1.67 and α = 1.88 provide a good
fit for terrestrial and minor bodies respectively.

This a priori information can be incorporated in the least
squares optimization through a Tikhonov regularization term.
Additionally taking into account the uncertainty of the esti-
mated landmark positions results in the optimization

arg min
s

1

nl
||P−1/2(As− r)||2 + ν||Γ1/2s||2 (46)

Here ν ≥ 0 is a weighting factor, P is the error covariance
of r, and the matrix square root of P is denoted P1/2.
Leveraging the power rule in Eq. (45), the Tikhonov matrix
is defined as the diagonal matrix

Γ1/2 =


deg(s1)α + ε 0 . . . 0

0 deg(s2)α . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 . . . deg(sns

)α


(47)

=


ε 0 . . . 0
0 1 . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 . . . Nα

 (48)

where deg(si) is the degree of the ith element of s, and ns is
the cardinality of s. An arbitrarily small number ε is added
to the element in the first row and column of Γ1/2 in order
for Γ1/2 to be invertible, which is required later to determine
ν. The structure of Γ1/2 encourages surface smoothness
similar to other celestial bodies by penalizing large values for

large degree coefficients. The Bayesian interpretation of Eq.
(46) is that the estimate of the shape coefficients is improved
by incorporating the a priori belief that the coefficients are
normally distributed with a mean of zero and a covariance of
νΓ−1. Note that Γ−1 follows the power law in Eq. (45). It is
recommended to follow the work of Ermakov et al. [67] and
use α = 1.67 for terrestrial bodies and α = 1.88 for minor
bodies if no other a priori knowledge of α is available.

The error covariance P can be approximated through the
linear mapping

P =
∂r

∂xL
PL

∂r

∂xL

T

(49)

where xL = [LT1 . . .Lnl
]T is the vector concatenation of

the estimated 3D ACAF landmark positions, and PL is the
associated error covariance. The partial derivatives in Eq.
(49) are

∂r

∂xL
=


∂r1
∂L1

01×3 . . . 01×3

01×3
∂r2
∂L2

. . . 01×3

...
...

. . .
...

01×3 01×3 . . .
∂rnl

∂Lnl

 (50)

where
∂ri
∂Li

=
LTi
||Li||

(51)

The well known solution of Eq. (46) is

ŝ = (ATP−1A + nlνΓ)−1ATP−1r (52)

Selecting the Regularization Weighting Factor

The weighting factor ν determines the importance of surface
smoothness relative to fitting the data. A variety of meth-
ods have been developed to determine the best value of ν
such as the L-curve method [73, 74], Morozov’s discrepancy
principle [75], minimum χ2 and equivalent degrees of free-
dom [76], k-fold cross-validation [77], and Allen’s predicted
residual error sum of squares (PRESS). The PRESS estimate
minimizes the average square error of each data point and
the corresponding model predicted value when that point
is omitted from the regularized least squares solution [64].
The generalized cross validation (GCV) estimate is a rotation
invariant version of Allen’s PRESS estimate [64]. Thompson
et al. [76] compare several of these methods and found GCV
to generally perform well. Since the GCV estimate tends to
work well in practice, it is utilized in this paper [78]. To
find the GCV optimal ν, Eq. (46) is first transformed to the
standard form

arg min
s

1

nl
||Ās̄− r̄||2 + ν̄||s̄||2 (53)

using the relations

Ā = P−1/2AΓ−1/2, s̄ = Γ1/2s

r̄ = P−1/2r, ν̄ =
1

nl
ν

(54)

Then the GCV optimal ν̄ is the minimizer of the scalar
function

V (ν̄) =
nl||Br̄||2

Tr(B)2
(55)
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where Tr(·) denotes the trace of a matrix, and B = I −
Ā(ĀT Ā+nlν̄I)−1ĀT . The computation of V (ν̄) for various
ν̄ can be reduced fromO(n3

s) toO(ns) after computing some
initial O(n3

s) matrix decompositions [79]. The denominator
of V (ν̄) can also be efficiently and accurately approximated
for large scale problems using statistical methods [80].

Most often, V (ν̄) has a single well-defined minimum. How-
ever, there can be multiple minima [81]. The algorithm
proposed by Kent and Mohammadzadeh is recommended
because it is guaranteed to find the global minimizer of V (ν̄)
[79]. For simplicity in this paper, the optimal ν̄ is found
through a three step process. First, an initial bracket on ν̄
is defined using the range of numerically meaningful values
derived by Golub and von Matt [80]. Second, a grid search
is performed in log space. Third, the ν̄ from the grid search
that resulted in the smallest V (ν̄) is refined using the Newton-
Rhapson method on the first derivative of V (ν̄). The optimal
ν̄ is then used to compute ν through Eq. (53), which is then
used to estimate the shape spherical harmonic coefficients
through Eq. (52). The first and second derivatives of V (ν̄),
which are required for the Newton-Rhapson method, are

V ′(ν̄) =
nl

Tr(B)2
r̄T (BTB′ + B′TB)r̄ (56)

− 2nl Tr(B′)

Tr(B)3
r̄TBTBr̄

and

V ′′(ν̄) =
nl

Tr(B)2
r̄T (2B′TB′ + BTB′′ + B′′TB)r̄ (57)

− 4
nl Tr(B′)

Tr(B)3
r̄T (BTB′ + B′TB)r̄

− 2nlr̄
TBTBr̄

(
Tr(B′′)

Tr(B)3
− 3 Tr(B′)2

Tr(B)4

)
where ′ indicates differentiation with respect to ν̄. Equations
(56) and (57) are used to verify that the obtained ν̄ corre-
sponds to a local minimum. The derivatives of B are

B′ = nlĀ(ĀT Ā + nlν̄I)−2ĀT (58)

B′′ = −2n2
l Ā(ĀT Ā + nlν̄I)−3ĀT (59)

Numerical Validation

The benefits of the proposed framework are illustrated in
Figures 3 and 4. A single set of 750 vertices were randomly
sampled from a triangular mesh model of the asteroid Eros
that has 200,700 faces. These sampled points were used to
estimate spherical harmonic shape models of varying degree
in three ways where all of the vertices were weighted equally.
The three approaches used were least squares without regular-
ization as shown in Eq. (43) (i.e., ν = 0), the new framework
described in this section with the proposed Tikhonov matrix
in Eq. (47), and the new framework with a Tikhonov matrix
commonly used in regularization, Γ1/2 = I. Ermakov et al.
[67] found that α = 1.84 best represents minor bodies when
excluding Eros from the considered data sets. To simulate
a first mission to Eros, α = 1.84 is used throughout this
paper for the Tikhonov matrix in Eq. (47) although α =
1.88 is generally recommended for minor bodies. However,
α = 1.88 does not result in a significant difference of
the estimated coefficients here. The RMS error (RMSE)

between the Euclidean norms of the vertices of the triangular
mesh model and the corresponding values predicted by the
estimated spherical harmonic models is shown in Figure 3
for each approach. Figure 4 shows the triangular mesh shape
model as well as the degree and order 16 spherical harmonic
shape models estimated by each of the three approaches.
Although all three approaches provide similar results for low
degree spherical harmonic models, the proposed approach
provides substantially better accuracy for higher degree mod-
els by preventing over fitting. Remarkably, the RMSE for the
new approach with a degree and order 25 spherical harmonic
model is about 2.16 times smaller than the lowest possible
RMSE when using either no regularization or Γ1/2 = I.

Figure 3. RMSE of estimated spherical harmonic shape
models of varying degree and order as compared to a

triangular mesh model.

Although the literature reports that GCV tends to work well
in practice, there are cases where GCV fails, which are
described in depth by Thompson et al [81]. Of most concern
is when the global minimizer of V (ν̄) does not provide a
satisfactory result. In these rare cases, GCV tends to dramat-
ically undersmooth, which makes it easy to detect failures
[76]. For the particular application of estimating spherical
harmonic shape coefficients, we have found empirically that
GCV is likely to fail when the landmarks are concentrated in
small regions, there are large regions with relatively few or
no landmarks, and a high degree spherical harmonic model is
used. Thus, in practice it is recommended to employ at least
one other method for choosing ν as validation. The obtained
value of ν can also be validated by comparing the spectrum
of the resulting estimated spherical harmonic coefficients to
the a priori spectrum in Eq. (45). If the obtained ν is
unsatisfactory, the degree of the spherical harmonic model
should be reduced until a satisfactory ν is obtained.
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(a) Triangular mesh (b) No regularization

(c) Γ1/2 = I (d) New approach

Figure 4. Triangular mesh model compared with estimated degree and order 16 spherical harmonic shape models using 750
vertices randomly sampled from the mesh model.

6. CASE STUDY
Orbit Geometry

The ANS architecture is validated through a MATLAB simu-
lation of a three-spacecraft swarm orbiting the asteroid 433
Eros. Eros is used as the target asteroid because accurate
shape, gravity, and rotational information is available from
the NEAR Shoemaker mission [5, 12, 13]. The initial swarm
mean absolute and relative orbital elements (ROE) are pro-
vided in Table 2 where the ROE are multiplied by the orbit
mean semi-major axis for easy geometrical interpretation
[82]. The initial mean semi-major axis of each spacecraft is
45 km, which results in an orbit period of about 25 hrs. The
mean orbital elements are transformed to osculating orbital
elements through the mapping described by Alfriend [83],
which considers the effects of J2. The mothership orbit is
near-circular and slightly retrograde for stability [55]. The
near-polar inclination also provides global coverage of the
asteroid surface. The quasi-nonsingular ROE in Table 2 are
defined in terms of the classic Keplerian orbital elements as

δa
δλ
δex
δey
δix
δiy

 =


(ad − ac)/ac

ud − uc + (Ωd − Ωc)cos(ic)
edcos(wd)− eccos(wc)
edsin(wd)− ecsin(wc)

id − ic
(Ωd − Ωc)sin(ic)

 (60)

Here u = M + w is the mean argument of latitude, and the
subscripts c and d indicate the chief and deputy respectively.

The spacecraft are primarily separated in the along-track
direction as described by δλ. The value of δλ was chosen
to balance the need for small intersatellite separation for
satellite-to-satellite feature correlation and large intersatellite
separation for passive collision avoidance, stereovision, and
observability of the estimated filter state. To prevent the
swarm from quickly drifting apart in the along-track direc-
tion, the initial mean relative semi-major axis δa of each
deputy spacecraft relative to the mothership is zero. The
details of the reference truth orbit propagations are specified
in Table 3.

Table 2. Initial swarm mean absolute and relative orbital
elements in the ACIC frame. The deputy ROE are defined

with respect to the mothership.

a e i Ω w M

Mothership 45 km 0.001 110◦ 110◦ 0◦ 180◦

aδa aδλ aδex aδey aδix aδiy
Deputy 1 0 km 10 km 0 km 0 km 0 km 0 km
Deputy 2 0 km 20 km 0 km 0 km 0 km 0 km

The resulting relative motion is shown in Figure 5, which
demonstrates that safe intersatellite separation is maintained.
Occasional station keeping maneuvers would be required
to preserve the desired relative orbit geometry. Due to
perturbations from gravity coefficients other than J2, the
employed mean to osculating transformation can result in a
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Table 3. Truth orbit propagation parameters.

Parameter Value
Integration Scheme MATLAB ode45
Initial Epoch 2000 August 1 0 hrs
Eros Gravity Degree and order 15 [12]
Third Body Gravity Sun point mass
Solar Radiation Pressure S/C cross-section normal to

sun, no eclipses

difference between the orbit periods of the mothership and
deputies, which creates a secular drift in the spacecraft along-
track separation. This phenomenon is exacerbated when
decreasing the mean orbit semi-major axis, which would
require a mean to osculating transformation that considers
more gravity coefficients than J2 in order to accurately match
the orbit periods of the spacecraft.

(a) Radial-transverse plane

(b) Radial-normal plane

Figure 5. Motion of deputies relative to the mothership in
the mothership RTN frame. The open and filled circles

denote the beginning and end of the trajectories respectively.

Data Generation

Images and sensor measurements are nominally simulated
every 5 min, which results in about 300 measurement in-
tervals over an orbit period. The offset and drift of each
spacecraft clock with respect to the true time is stochastically
modeled according to Eq. (21) with noise parameters that

are consistent with the Jackson Labs Low Power Miniature
RSR CSAC [84]. For this clock, the values of q1 and q2 in
Eq. (19) are estimated to be 6.2 × 10−21 s and 1.2 × 10−27

s-1 respectively using the procedure described in [58]. The
measurements of each spacecraft are recorded when the nom-
inal measurement acquisition time is reached according to the
best onboard timing knowledge where the mothership clock
is assumed correct. Thus, the true measurement acquisition
time of each spacecraft is the desired acquisition time plus
the true offset of the onboard clock relative to the true time
minus the estimated offset of the onboard clock relative to the
mothership clock. Images are generated in MATLAB using
OpenGL, the ephemeris of Eros [85], the Eros 3D model
from the NEAR Shoemaker mission [12], and the camera
model in Eq. (1). The camera intrinsic parameters in Eq.
(1) are consistent with the GOMSpace NanoCam with an 8
mm lens [86]. Simulated images incorporate incidence angle
shading and soft shadows but no noise or skew [87,88]. In the
reference truth, the attitude of each spacecraft is defined such
that the CF frame z-axis points in the negative radial direction
toward the asteroid center of mass, the y-axis is aligned with
the orbit angular momentum vector, and the x-axis completes
the right handed triad. An example of keypoint correlation
between images taken by two different spacecraft at the same
nominal epoch is shown in Figure 6, which also illustrates the
quality of the simulated images.

Figure 6. Intersatellite correlation between the mothership
and deputy 2 using SIFT keypoint descriptors.

The intersatellite one-way pseudorange and Doppler mea-
surements are computed according to Eqs. (33-34) and are
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corrupted with zero-mean white Gaussian noise with standard
deviations of 10 cm and 1 mm/s respectively. Error in the
star tracker attitude solutions are simulated by multiplying
each truth ACI to CF rotation matrix by a stochastic 3-1-2
Euler angle rotation sequence. The angle of each rotation is
a Gaussian random variable with a standard deviation of 24
arcsec for the z-axis rotation and 7 arcsec for the x-axis and
y-axis rotations, which is consistent with the noise properties
of the Blue Canyon Technologies Nano-Star Camera [89].

Table 4. Landmark tracking and stereovision parameters.

Parameter Value
Mahalanobis Threshold Probability (pm) 0.01

Feature Descriptor Difference (δd,t) 70

Mahalanobis Weight (ŵ) 20

Maximum SV Error (PL,max) (1 km)2

Steps Before Retirement (nr) 3

Retirement Search Distance (dr) 0.5 km

All user-specified parameters for landmark tracking and
stereovision defined in Section 3 are summarised in Table 4.
Image keypoints are detected using the SIFT implementation
for MATLAB from VLFeat [90]. The 100 strongest features
are chosen from each image. The probability, pm, used to
define the maximum Mahalanobis distance threshold is set to
0.01, a common choice in hypothesis testing, which results in
a threshold of mt = 3.03. The maximum feature descriptor
Euclidean distance, δd,t, used for filter landmark correlation
is 70. This value was chosen because landmarks with the
most consecutive correlations tended to have descriptor dif-
ferences in the [5, 70] range in preliminary simulations. A
landmark is retired from the filter state if it has not been
correlated to an image keypoint for nr = 3 consecutive time
steps, which is 15 min. According to the previous study
by the authors [37], this length of time may be enough for
Lowe’s keypoint matching to begin to diminish in quality.
Finally, the distance to search for possible duplicates in the
retired landmark database is set to 0.5 km, which is on the
order of magnitude of the maximum error in stereovision
estimates in preliminary simulations.

For this preliminary integration test of the proposed SNAC al-
gorithmic framework, the stereovision algorithm utilizes the
true spacecraft positions and asteroid rotational parameters
corrupted with zero-mean Gaussian noise sampled according
to the output filter error covariance. Thus, the stereovision
estimate errors and covariances are representative, but new
stereovision estimates are not correlated with the other filter
state parameter estimates. The rest of the algorithms in
Section 3 directly use the filter output as described in that
section.

The filter a priori state uncertainty is listed in Table 6. These
uncertainties are comparable to the a priori uncertainties
typically used in the NEAR orbit determination [5]. The
spacecraft position and velocity a priori uncertainties spec-
ified in Table 6 are in each axis. The a priori uncertainty
of each normalized spherical harmonic gravity coefficient is
0.005. The error in the initial mean state estimate provided to
the filter is randomly sampled according to the initial filter
error covariance. The filter modeled dynamics match that
of the reference truth except that the filter only estimates the
spherical harmonic gravity field up to degree and order eight.
Higher order degree gravity coefficients are not explicitly
modeled in the filter and are captured through the filter

process noise covariance. Adaptive state noise compensation
is used to estimate the filter process noise covariance of the
spacecraft states online through a sliding window of 50 time
steps of filter output [49]. The output of filter calls where no
pixel measurements are utilized is excluded from the sliding
window due to the poor system observability. Equations
(36-37) are used as an initial guess and upper bound of the
unmodeled acceleration power spectral density. The filter
measurement models are consistent with the reference truth.
Lear’s measurement underweighting scheme [60] is used with
a factor of two for the first orbit to increase robustness to
measurement nonlinearities. The modeled error standard
deviation of each pixel measurement is 2 px.

Results

The error in landmark tracking and stereovision is measured
by ray-tracing image points through the 3D Eros model used
to generate the images. For every keypoint detected in an
image, its associated ray-traced ACAF position is calculated
using the true spacecraft position and attitude as well as
the true asteroid state. Stereovision error is quantified as
the difference between the stereovision-reconstructed ACAF
position and the average of the ray-traced ACAF positions of
the two keypoints used at that epoch.

Filter to spacecraft landmark correlation (step one in Section
3) error is computed as the difference between the estimated
ACAF position used for correlation at that time step and the
average ray-traced ACAF position of the landmark the first
time it was observed. The ray-traced position from the first
observation is used because correlation may select a point
next to, but still within the covariance bounds of the filter
landmark, which could lead to drift in the filter landmark over
time. Spacecraft to spacecraft correlation (step two of Section
3) error is quantified as the difference between the ray-traced
ACAF positions of the two keypoints at that time step.

Table 5 shows the mean and standard deviation of the tracking
and stereovision errors along with the mean and standard
deviation for the accepted Mahalanobis distances mik∗ and
feature descriptor differences ‖di−dk∗‖2 and ‖dk1−dk2‖2.
The tracking and stereovision errors are denoted [δx, δy, δz]

T

and are expressed in the CF frame of the observing spacecraft.
The errors are small relative to the average radius of Eros,
8420 m, with the exception of the z-axis for stereovision and
filter to spacecraft landmark correlation. For reference, the
standard deviations of the stereovision z and y errors as a
percent of the average radius of Eros are 2.7% and 0.33%
respectively. Stereovision estimates the depth of each pair of
points along the z-axis so it is expected that stereovision and,
consequently, the filter landmarks have the most error in the
z-direction. Figure 7 shows the average stereovision error per
time step over the first three orbits. The stereovision errors
tend to decrease over time as the uncertainty in the filter state
decreases.

Interestingly, the error standard deviations in the x-direction
are slightly larger than the errors in the y-direction for both
tracking methods and stereovision because they are com-
pounded by spacecraft to spacecraft correlation. Spacecraft
to spacecraft correlation does not use any state estimates to
perform matching, which isolates it from the systematic depth
errors experienced by stereovision and filter to spacecraft
correlation. Because the spacecraft are separated in the
CF frame x-direction but not in the y-direction, spacecraft
to spacecraft correlation mostly induces errors along the x-
axis. This error is propagated directly to the stereovision
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Table 5. Statistics for filter to spacecraft (F2SC) correlation
metrics, spacecraft to spacecraft (SC2SC) correlation

metrics, and stereovision (SV) estimates. Position errors are
in the CF frame of the observing spacecraft.

Parameter µ σ
F2

SC

δx [m] -0.8133 43.81
δy [m] 0.4047 35.50
δz [m] -23.63 185.6
mik∗ 0.4310 0.4192
‖di − dk∗‖2 52.89 11.46

SC
2S

C

δx [m] -7.589 57.36
δy [m] -0.1398 34.21
δz [m] 0.1297 71.63
‖dk1 − dk2‖2 88.09 48.04

SV

δx [m] -4.183 50.81
δy [m] -0.6674 27.44
δz [m] -21.18 230.6

estimates. The mean descriptor difference is higher for
spacecraft to spacecraft correlation than for filter to spacecraft
correlation. This could be for two reasons. One, spacecraft
to spacecraft correlation compares two different cameras
and camera perspectives while filter to spacecraft correlation
typically compares descriptors between landmarks observed
by the same camera. Two, filter to landmark correlation
incorporates Mahalanobis distance as an additional metric for
pair rejection.
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Figure 7. Error in stereovision estimates over the first three
orbits, expressed in the camera frame of the observing

spacecraft. Each subplot’s y-axis is cropped to the respective
3σ bound from Table 5 to make trends more visible.

The distribution of the number of time steps for which each
landmark was correlated to a keypoint in at least one space-
craft image is shown in Figure 8. Of these landmarks, about
49% were correlated for at least three time steps. The final
database of landmarks is displayed in Figure 11(b). There is a

relatively even distribution of landmarks across the surface of
Eros with few outliers. The distribution of the final database
shows that the landmark tracking and stereovision subsystem
and state estimation subsystem worked well together to refine
the majority of the stereovision estimates to the surface of
Eros.

Figure 8. Histogram of the number of time steps for which
each landmark was correlated to a keypoint in at least one

spacecraft image.

Filter performance is shown in Figure 9 and Table 6. Figure
9 shows qualitative filter convergence behavior for several
state parameters. The filter initially converges very rapidly
but remains consistent. Table 6 shows quantitative filter
performance using two error metrics. The first metric is the
RMSE where the error is the difference between the true
and estimated state parameters. In computing the RMSE of
the specified parameter, all the errors of each state element
associated with that parameter are considered over the final
orbit of simulation. For example, the provided spacecraft
position RMSE considers the position errors in each axis for
each spacecraft. The second performance metric in Table 6,
denoted σ̄, is the square root of the mean variance provided
by the filter. Similar to the RMSE, σ̄ considers the variances
of each state element associated with that parameter over the
final orbit of simulation.

The RMSE and σ̄ in Table 6 are similar for each parameter.
The fact that the filter provided formal uncertainties are con-
sistent with the true errors indicates the filter is functioning
well. Furthermore, the a priori uncertainty of each param-
eter is significantly reduced by the end of the simulation.
In particular, the uncertainty of the asteroid gravitational
parameter is reduced by three orders of magnitude. The
accuracy in estimating the spherical harmonic gravity field
is illustrated in Figure 10. This figure shows that the asteroid
gravity spherical harmonic coefficients were estimated to an
uncertainty approximately equal to or less than the magnitude
of the true coefficients up through degree and order six.
Again, the estimation errors are consistent with the filter
formal uncertainties.

A degree and order ten shape model was fit to the final
landmark database. Then a simple approach was employed
to remove salient outliers. Any landmark estimate whose
radius was greater than 1.2 times the radius predicted by
the spherical harmonic shape model was removed from the
database. This resulted in the removal of seven large outliers
not shown in Figure 11(b). Then a degree and order ten shape
model was fit to the updated landmark database, and is shown
in Figure 11. The RMSE between the Euclidean norms of
the vertices of the truth shape model and the corresponding
values predicted by the estimated spherical harmonic model
is 294 m, which is 3.5% of the true asteroid average radius
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1.36 ± 2.12 m

3.83x10-6 ±1.41x10-4 m/s

-0.700 ± 0.915 m

-8.70x10-4 ± 1.52x10-4 °

9.29x10-2 ± 1.26x10-2 % 

-1.06x10-2 ± 3.84x10-4  % 

Figure 9. Filter estimation error and associated 3-σ formal
uncertainty bound over first three orbits. From top to bottom,

considered state parameters are asteroid gravitational
parameter, C2,0 spherical harmonic gravity coefficient, and
spin axis right ascension followed by x-components of the
chief position and velocity vectors and offset of first deputy

clock relative to the mothership clock multiplied by the
speed of light. Boxed numbers are error mean and standard

deviation over last orbit of simulation.

[91]. More accurate shape reconstruction can likely be
achieved through additional orbits of observations and more
sophisticated outlier rejection methods.

The filter computation time is heavily dominated by the orbit
propagations in the time update. Reducing the number of

Figure 10. Comparison of the RMS of each degree of the
true spherical harmonic gravity coefficients, the 1−σ a priori

uncertainty provided to the filter, and the estimation error
and 1−σ uncertainty at the end of the simulated case study.

orbit propagations through the ETS technique significantly
decreases the filter computation time. When using ETS,
the number of orbit propagations in the time update does
not depend on the number of landmarks in the estimated
state. Thus, ETS provides a greater percent reduction in
filter computation time over a traditional UKF when more
landmarks are included in the estimated state. When there
are no landmarks or 150 landmarks in the estimated state,
ETS reduces the filter computation time by about 11% and
83% respectively as compared to a traditional UKF.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Completed asteroid missions have required extensive human
oversight and use of ground-based resources such as the
NASA Deep Space Network. In contrast, this paper develops
an autonomous asteroid characterization algorithmic frame-
work for the Autonomous Nanosatellite Swarming (ANS)
mission concept. Specifically, the novel ANS simultaneous
navigation and characterization (SNAC) architecture is ad-
dressed. SNAC is a new class of estimation problem defined
in this paper as a superset of simultaneous localization and
mapping. For ANS, SNAC includes estimating the spacecraft
states as well as the asteroid gravity field, rotational motion,
and shape. Through autonomy and small satellite technology,
ANS improves performance and reduces mission cost, which
enables a greater number of future asteroid missions.

ANS comprises a mothership and one or more smaller
nanosatellites in closed orbits equipped with low size, weight,
power, and cost avionics. Stereovision and optical feature
tracking algorithms are utilized in a novel manner to provide
initial estimates of asteroid landmark positions and optical
pixel measurements of these landmarks over time. The
optical landmark measurements are fused with intersatellite
radio-frequency measurements in a computationally efficient
and robust unscented Kalman filter to simultaneously es-
timate the spacecraft states and the asteroid gravity field,
rotational motion, and landmark positions. The estimated
landmark positions are utilized to reconstruct a global spher-
ical harmonic asteroid shape model through a new technique
that leverages a priori knowledge of the shape characteristics
of small celestial bodies.
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Table 6. Comparison of the a priori filter state uncertainty with the estimation performance over the final orbit of simulation.
Percentages refer to percent of the true value.

Parameter A Priori Filter Filter
1-σ RMSE σ̄

A
st

er
oi

d µ [%] 5 1.06 ×10−2 6.98 ×10−3

α [◦] 0.5 1.54 ×10−5 4.72 ×10−5

δ [◦] 0.5 8.43 ×10−6 4.02 ×10−5

w [%] 1×10−3 3.76 ×10−6 6.80 ×10−7

Sp
ac

ec
ra

ft
Position [m] 500 2.69 1.22
Velocity [mm/s] 50 0.167 0.101
CR [%] 10 1.41 1.35
bR [m] 20 3.19 1.98
bD [mm/s] 2 0.475 0.421

(a) True Shape Model (b) Landmark Database (c) Global Shape Reconstruction

Figure 11. Comparison of a) the true asteroid shape model used to generate images in the simulation, b) the final landmark
database plotted with the true shape model made transparent, and c) the estimated degree and order ten spherical harmonic

shape model.

High-fidelity numerical simulations of three spacecraft orbit-
ing the asteroid 433 Eros demonstrate that ANS achieves safe
and accurate SNAC. The designed orbit geometry provides
passive safety throughout the simulation and results in inter-
satellite separations that are small enough for SIFT feature
correlation between spacecraft and large enough for accurate
stereovision. The stereovision errors in the depth direction are
generally less than 9% of the average asteroid radius. Land-
mark tracking errors are less than 2% of the average asteroid
radius in the non-depth directions. After just ten orbits, the
uncertainty in every filter state parameter is reduced signifi-
cantly. Specifically, the asteroid gravity spherical harmonic
coefficients were estimated to an uncertainty approximately
equal to or less than the magnitude of the true coefficients
up through degree and order six. Furthermore, the novel
spherical harmonic global shape estimation technique was
able to reconstruct the shape of Eros with an RMSE of 3.5%
of the average asteroid radius.

The most important future work is to validate the complete

integration of the proposed SNAC algorithmic framework by
directly using the filter output for stereovision. Stereovision
can likely be improved by incorporating random sample
consensus or another outlier rejection method in spacecraft
to spacecraft keypoint correlation. Other important future
work includes testing the developed framework with hard-
ware in the loop. Specifically, the ANS SNAC architecture
will be validated using images produced by the Stanford
Space Rendezvous optical stimulator and robotic testbed for
rendezvous and optical navigation. The algorithms should
also be profiled on representative flight hardware to ensure
the computational load can be reasonably accommodated
onboard. Further work should investigate sequentially esti-
mating or updating the global shape model. Furthermore,
it should be determined if the global shape model can be
leveraged to improve landmark detection and tracking and to
aid in trajectory planning by identifying areas of high shape
uncertainty that require further observations.
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